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I ntrodaction

It is helpful for me to begin with a preliminary look at the title of our conference. I must
ask, "What does a system for design learning mean to me?" My search for an answer will be
guided by some introductory thoughts about learning, design learning, ffid systems for design
learning. After a brief consideration of these topics, I will discuss briefly my general interest in
the question.

Learning is & process

I-earning is an interactive process. The interactiveness embodies reciprocity and mutuality.
It is a process of communication and conversation between a human being and the
environment, and among human beings, which results in a discernable change in both the
learner and the system of which he or she is a part. The changes are the results of act and
react,of interaction.

Icarning is an interdependent process. It involves the relationship between a learner as a
self-organizing system and other. One oannot be a learner without inclusion of that which is to
be learned. One cannot learn without a supportive place and time in which to do so. The
process of learning is defined through the convergence of the learner, that which is to be
learned, and the learning environment.

I-earning is a hierarchical proaess. It transpires at several levels, for there are several levels
of complexity to systems t8I. If the primary system of interest is the person, then learning
tends to be associaied with the person. If the focus is on learners, then it tends to be the social
and organizational learning of the group. If the fogus is the environment, then it tends to bg the
contexiual ecological learning of the societal cultural system. The primary system of interest
serves to focus our study of the process and provide a point of reference to which and from
which we can relate all aspects oflearning. Furthermore, the hierarchical nature of the process
is reflected within the piocess itself over time, such that the earlier period of information
acquisition, problem formulation, and question asking, gives yay to constructive problem
soliing and tiial-and-error experimentation, followed by more reflective struggles with learning
from learning. All levels of learning are ongoing, but different levels become more the
foreground at diffsent st4ges of the process.

In matcing such statemEnts to thii point, I do not mean to suggest that a change at one level
of complexiiy is independent and eiclusive of other levels. L,earning is a consequential
process. I-earning takei place beyond the provinciality of otrr focal system, perhaps mimicking
the metaphor of a stone dropped into a pond, generating an inward and outward rippling effect.
To take the level of person for example, changes in a person's words and actions impact on
others and from there spread into the environment. Although we often focus on the Pgrsgq, the
process must consider ieciprocity and mutuality between the pelson and other.people, things,
and surroundings. I usb intentionally the word reciprocity, because it conveys an
interdependence-between the giver and receiver of the action. Thus, to witness the learnfug
process, to detect learning in progress from a systemic perspective, we would look for
evidences of change not only in the learner but also between learners as pupil and. teacher,
among learners as colleagues in collaboration, and among aspects of the learning environment
as coworker activities in the execution of institutional practices.

Irarning is a transformative process. It produces a miriad of subordinate changes which
can contribute to changing the learning system. Alterations at various levels of complexity
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provide more proximal evidence of leaming. The profundity of transformation will depend on
our ability to study and detect hierarchical (vertical) and heterarchical (horizontal) changes in
the learning system.

l^earning can be an evolutionary prscess. There can be sufficient transformations so
extensive as to alter the learning system. The system destabilizes, and we began a period of
reaction, like a falling cat, to right itself. However, transformation means more than a return to
equilibrium, It implies reorganization, such that once restabilized, the system that began the
process at some specified time in the past is no longer quite the same system we interact with
and experien@ in the present moment. I€arning can be considered in relation to the autopoesis
of the learning system; however this difficult theoretical topic as yet rarely seems to enter the
practitioner's arena of concrete systems for design learning.

In sum, to understand fully the process of learning from a systems perspective, we must
carefully consider the interactive, interdependen! hierarchical, consequential, transformative,
and evolutionary nature of the learning process. What is learning? This question is one of the
most central we can ask. Our response will shape subsequent systems design issues and the
design of design learning systems.

Design learning is one kind of learning

Regardless of what we do in life, there is always much to learn. Learning is an ongoing,
lifelong process. Knowledge acquisition is one form of learning. Classical, operant,,and
avoidance conditioning are other forms of learning. I*earning to dress, drive an automobile,
relax, work efficiently, and be quite with oneself are also forms of learning. And learning to
learn is a form of learning. But learning to design, in the sense that one designs a thing to be
made on a task to complete, seems to me different still.

Design learning can be distinguished from the making of the thing or engaging in the taslq
yet I think the designing and the doing is not as sustainable position today as I continue to hear
it echoed in the designer's hallway to the future. We build and pilot what we design. By trial
and error we revise (redesign) and even perfect what we build until it fulfills our expectations,
its function. Perhaps, this distinction has become seemingly more separate with advances in
technology, especially computer imaging. But some problems of today, such as global
population and pollution, ffe notthe same problems of yesterday; fo,r their amelioration will
require, in my opinion, a very close cqordination between design learning and utilization.
Understanding the process of design is a necessary and critical part of better design and its
more effective and efficient application to a broad range of problems and systems [6].
Furthermore, a coming ethical global imperative will likely compel us to consider and develop
more carefully and humanely the design-implementation interface regarding our material,
technological, and informational products.

The tgrms, concepts, principles, and processes of design learning comprise the subject
matter to be learned. They comprise generic design learning. This body of knowledge is
augmented through their interplay when such issues as learning to learn to design an education
system. The application of design learning generics to education, engineering, computer
science, sociology, biology, and other fields of study is specific design learning.

lffhether it be generics or specifics, articulating effective pedagogical methods which use
the systems approach to accomplish design learning would be an achievement consistent with
learning systems design itself. This task is a major challenge for educators in the systems
scrences.

A system for design learning is a form of educatian

A system is crudely defined by the chief elements and interacting patterns created by them.
These elements and patterns require specification and description. The "for" in the phrase
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*system for design learning" prescribes the purpose of the system. The objectives of the
system become the acquisition, understanding, and use of the subject matter of design. We
might state this body of subject matter more clearly by using the phrase "systems design
learning." Also, the self-application of the subject matter to the continued change and
improvement is a necessary objective, to remain truly systemic in usage. Such a system is one
member of a family of systems classified under the rubric of education.

There is much to discuss regarding the failures of contemporary education systems even to
optimize, let alone maximtze, the learning process in current educational environments. But
some discussion is required to look at the original purposes of establishing education systems
and the course of their institutionalization, so that the sociological, cultural, political, ffid
economic context can be properly understood in designing and redesigning learning systems
more applicable to contemporary life.

It seems to me that we do little through our societal institutions to design systems for
design learning or train instructors to engage in the activity of teaching design learning. The
engineer may learn to build a better bridge, the architect to design a taller skyscraper, or the
fashion designer to create a more eye-catching wardrobe. These are all material
accomplishments. Where do we learn to design better conceptual schemes of thought, sounder
decision making processes, and more cooperative mutually beneficial negotiation among
societal entities?

Characteristics af a system for design learning

A description of a system for design learning seems essential if we are to advance beyond
terminology and basic concepts. Some degree of consensus building in this regard would
appear to me to be a necessary part of the task. We need a common core, an agregd upon
foundation, an understandiog, if we are to make any progress toward meeting the objectives.
Generic design is central. We also need useful models of the design of learning systems for
education.

What are the key characteristics of a model of a system for design learning? Who are the
learners? Who are the benefactors? What is the context? What are the core concepts,
principles, and processes of design learning? Answers to these and related questions, I
believe, wil1 generate much about the characteristics of a system for design learning

Table 1 llsts some chief areas for a learners' discussion group which may yield descriptions
characterrzing a systems for design learning.

Table 1

Some generic aspects of a system for design learning.

.benefactors, people to be served

.communication, interaction, activity

.context, place, and time

.method and methodology
'powgr
.resources

.aesthetics

.ethical issues

.jurisdiction, system boundaries

.peqple to comprise the system

.purpose, god, and objective

.subject matter, content

I expect a focus of discussion on the ge.neric aspects of design learn_ing !o foster the creation of
a common ground for the design of a system for design learning. Yet it would be immensely
helpful if generics could be supplemenied, even discovered, through an indeplh consideration
of ipecifiC design learning syitEms. Some case studies would be very gsefu!. For example,
the System of gieatest faniiliarity to me is the graduate school in which I work. The teacher-
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student relationship is one central ingredient in any description of a graduate program at
Saybrook Institute that could be conceptualized as an education system for design learning.

Design of design learning

The design of design learning entails the creation of an abstract information and conceptual
system by means of a group process of learners engaged in the activity of generating it. This
statement seems circular, but not really, It is iterative and developmental, for the dynamic of
design of a design learning system is a learning process itself manifesting those characteristics
described at the outstart of this paper.

The ongoing development of the curriculum of every educational program occupies an
important place in the design learning process. This area can serve as a basis for common
interests to bind student and teacher to a common cause. Curriculum development could be
more a student-centered learning process and promote the professional development of both
teacher and student. In this sense, the cooperative activity becomes one among co-learners, co-
designers. Such a mutually beneficial pursuit may meet many of the participant determined
objectives and general purpose of the learning system.- 

However, this approach brings to mind previous attempts at educational reform during the
1960s that I witnessed in the United States. In retrospect, the radical frontal attacks on
ffaditional institutions to disrupt them followed by the creation of alternative learning systems
have produced many establishments now a part of a more complex problem. The redesign of
our learning systemi may benefit from a consfructive attempt to apply the systems approach in
the systematic transformation of our schools into more adep! learner-centered systems. _I think
we must make greater use of established and emerging tools to accomplish our task. For
example, the design of design learning could put into practice the concepts and prigc_iples of
Checkland's Soft-Systems Methodology [5] or Banathy's Systems Design Journey [1]. Both
these specific systems methodologies represent grounded, social action oriented approaches
amenable to pedagogical group processes with students.

We have-been exploring in a limited fashion systems design at Saybrook Institute in the
creation, evaluation, and revision of course manuals, and in the use of focus groups during our
weeklong residential meetings with students, making use of such methodologies -mentioned
above. However, our worli is very preliminary. It scarcely scratches the surface of the
potential for Systems Inquiry at Saybrook in particular and program/curriculum development in
general.

Design of a system for design learning

Although the participation of students in the articulation of their education while
maintaining a guiding and supervisory function for the teacher seems puqmount, thele is an
unequal diitridution of power in the relationship between student and teacher by thg fact that
the Ceacher generally knows more about the subject under study and has more control over the
resources anO information available. These facis are as they should be. But the nurturance of
the colearner relationship seems to me of equal importance. The power relationship needs
closer study and re-examination, especially in regard to the adult learner; for as the lgarner
matures, sb does his/her ability to manage the resources and information available.
Furthermore, the role of the teacher is becoming less and less as expert and disseminator of
knowledge, and more and more as guide and facilitator of the learning process. Moreover, the
shift toward conceptualizing educafion as a lifelong process rather than just another product of
an industndized society will press to the foreground the importance of desrgn learning and the
design of design learning systems.

A refreshing approach to the design of a design learning system can be embraced pV

combining the foUo*ing contributions: hierarchy of living systems based on their complexity

[8], design of a life [3J, design of design inqury [1], and taronomy of human activity systems

4
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l2). There are several levels of complexity of systems: the pupil, pupil-teacher, class/learning
group, program, school, and learning community. The life of the system of interest may be the
person, the family, the social group, the institution. I am willing to entertain sufficient
isomorphies among levels, such that the writings of Churchman become pertinent to various
levels and types of systems described by Miller. Finally, Banathy's work is germane to the
process of design inquiry, and it suggests some types of learning systems we may wish to
consider.

With some understanding of the level of complexity and type of learning system we wish to
design, and armed with descriptions of the characteristics, we can follow the journey in
designing the design inquiry in order to set into motion a learning system which exists for the
putpose of designing a system for design learning. We can think of this particular human
activrty system as ideal-seeking, and the system it seeks to emulate as an evolutionary guidance
system. If this task appears too grandiose, then we can be more modest in our aspirations. We
can use Banathy's design journey to obtain the descriptions themselves and/or envision the
ideal system for design learning, or envision the system to design the system for design
learning without actually becoming or creating such systems. In either case, significant
contributions by those participating can be made to systems for design learning.

The future of edacation

Although this topic has become an occasion for anger, depression, and heated debate over
the state of education in the United States [9], I believe we have an important opportunity to
influence the future course of education through the application of the systems approach to the
redesign of education systems.

In the United States many see this huge vessel called education -- a clumsy, arcane, and
rigidified system containing our children who are destined to inherit our responsibilities.
Although my professional work is at the post-recondary level, I am intimately familiar with the
primary and secondary school systems in California, having assisted ryy so! and daughter to
maneuver their way toward the-university level. When I compare informally my schooling
with theirs througtr the same elementary and high school, I become concerned. They seemed
to have received some advantages unavailable in my time, yet there are other areas where my
schooling seems superior to theirs. The comparison is rough, frought with imprecision,
deceivinfly simplistic, and perhaps unfair. A clbser examination seems necessary to cull out
the strengths anil weaknesses of our present systems, so that we can know more precisely in
what areas we can focus our concerns.

However, this examination must also help us turn to what is needed for the future. Is the
current U.S. national debate now so politiciied as to be stuck in the quagmire of polemics?
Regardless of the position taken on this question, a more important priority is !o act to make
education the besi that it can be. If we can assist the next generation through our work in
design learning and the design of design learning systems, perhaps we can begiq to reap some
of the satisfaction seeing our present education systems fulfill their goals more effectively.

V/hile many will continue to debate the quality of education and the responsibility and
accountability of educational institutions to society, in my opinion a well bealen path of never
ending criticism, we are now embarked on a general movement from a national to a global
community [7, 10]. No doubt, those concerned with not just national, but also international
learning communities will continue this critique and harangue of education to the global level.
It will sbon become a salient issue given the worsening of aversive trends around the globe, for
the education of the world's citrzewy is part of the solution -- to population control, poverty,
hunger, pollution, disease -- to global human survival [4]. We cannot tally much longer in
getting down to the business of making our world a secure, healthy, nurturing, and generally
wonderful place to be. As an educator, this priority translates into redesigning education
systems to enable our citizens to contribute more effectively to this endeavor.
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The clarity of this global priority has increased for me with each passing year, such that at
Saybrook Institute the emphasis in the Systems Inquiry track of our two graduate programs has
put increasing emphasis on Systems Design. By developing this emphasis at Saybrook and
elsewhere, I believe my colleagues and I can make a key contribution to the general need and a
positive future.

Summery

My pu.pose has been to provide some initial thoughts on the general topic "a system for
design learning." My statements have covered several key aspects I believe important to
ongoing discussions on learning, design learning, the design of design learning, characteristics
of a design learning system, and the future of education. These areas may serve as useful lily
pads to step out onto our pond of discourse, but I trust the weight of our deliberations will
quickly take us far under the surface.
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